
Estate Division for Heirs
Recently lost a loved one and now serving 
as Executor, or simply trying to find a way 
to help keep peace among heirs?
FairSplit provides the tools you need for a 
fair way to divide your heirlooms and 
assets among those you love. It’s simple:
þ Easy to add photos and appraisals
þ Online collaborative access makes 

divisions involving heirs far apart 
easy

þ Unique approach that addresses 
Emotional Values and Monetary 
Values

Our system helps move all parties toward 
agreement and lets each party know that 
the system provides them a fair and 
equitable way to divide. FairSplit helps 
divide things, not families.

How does it work?
þ List all assets to be divided online, and 

assign values, estimated or appraised 
(or use the On-Site Listing Services)

þ Invite parties to the division and assign 
their entitled percentage of the total 
estate

þ A fair division process is applied to 
allocate assets to beneficiaries, 
combining emotional and monetary 
values

þ Each party’s share of the personal 
property and other assets is allocated 
and tracked with reports

þ Unchosen items may be organized and 
printed for sale or donation

Distributing and Downsizing
Are you looking to reduce stress of your 
heirs when you go, or want to downsize or 
determine what your kids wish to keep?

FairSplit provides the tools you need for a 
fair and easy way to divide your heirlooms 
and possessions among those you love. It’s 
simple:

þ Create a list of items

þ Include photos and appraisals

þ Invite your heirs to log in to view, 
indicate their levels of interest, or 
assign and divide.

Make the results known at the time, or 
simply use it as a guide for your own estate 
planning and for guidance on what to 
bequeath, sell or give away.

Families now often live far apart, 
so it is challenging to meet in 
person in today's world

The internet provides equal access 
and a blind platform for fair 
divisions of assets

FairSplit helps with Estate Planning, 
Downsizing and Dividing after a death
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We Can Do Your On Site 
Asset Photography, Listing 
and Valuing

Several FairSplit tools are available to 
allow “do it yourself” listing of assets 
that ease the challenge of preparing an 
estate to divide. It can however be an 
overwhelming undertaking, so FairSplit 
has set up a nationwide network of 
agents to photograph the assets room by 
room, list and impartially value, leaving 
only editing for the Executor or Trustee 
before a division takes place.

FairSplit helps 
divide things, 
not families

www.fairsplit.com
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